Get Clear About Your
Holistic Wellness Needs
By Constance Hart

S

cience teaches that the human body is more than
just physical matter and mass. The body is also made
up of energy matter. In fact, physicists teach that the
human body is much more a complex grouping of frequencies and vibrations, than the matter of water, blood,
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bones, tissues, and muscles. So in order to have optimal
wellness, both aspects of the self—matter and energy—
need attention. Color Therapy offers a vital means to
affect the energy component of the body, as well as the
emotions, providing a true holistic practice.

These color light wavelengths enter your brain and are
processed through the hypothalamus, which affects
your nervous system, the production of hormones, and
your endocrine system.
Since each color vibrates at a particular rate, each
color has a distinct and specific energy effect on the
human body. The slower-moving frequencies, red, orange, gold, and yellow, tend to be stimulating, while the
faster-moving frequencies, turquoise, blue, and violet,
tend to be soothing. For example, a bright red color frequency is energizing and can help stimulate circulation,
whereas a pale blue vibration is relaxing and can help
calm the emotions to aid in reducing stress.
Due to the attention of physicians interested in Color
Therapy, research on the psychological and physiological effects of color and light therapy has steadily
increased. In particular, there is much interest in the
effects of the red and blue color rays. To site a few
examples: a European doctor named Ponza did studies
on the effects of red and blue colored rooms on his patients, proving that red positively influenced introverted patients and blue calmed down agitated patients;
the Worchester State Hospital in Massachusetts did
effective testing on patients with colored lights revealing that red had a stimulating effect, while blue had a
soothing effect; Robert Gerard, PhD. of UCLA, did substantial testing to prove that blood pressure increases
under red light and decreases under blue light.
Color Therapy For Your Daily Life
Most people acknowledge they actually feel different
in the presence of different colors. So perhaps you will
consider that each color can elicit a unique response
within the body, as well as a particular mood. Each color’s unique vibration is as unique as the various functions of the body’s organs and glands, as well as the variety of emotions available. If you are open to learning
more about the effects of particular color wavelengths
on the body and emotions, you’ll soon appreciate Color
Therapy as a useful tool to support your holistic well
being.
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What is Color?
Color is a form of energy that you can actually see. Color,
after all, is vibration, is frequency, is energy. The colors you
see are derived from light, in particular the frequencies
and wavelengths that are part of the visible light spectrum.

Holistic care for the self means treating the body, the
body’s energy frequencies, the mind, and the emotions,
as a whole being. Color Therapy is an outstanding holistic wellness modality, offering a unique window into
the body by utilizing one’s perception and experience
of colors as a guide. From a holistic Color Therapy perspective, the colors you are attracted to, and the moods
that these colors elicit, can reveal what the entire body
needs.
Peruse the Conscious Colors Wheel and the coordinating guide to get acquainted with 13 key Color
Therapy allies.
continued, page 26
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Basic Color Therapy Practice
Give yourself a gentle meditation with the color
wheel. Start at the top with the pink ray and slowly
move your eyes clockwise to receive each color.
When you reach the pale violet ray let your eyes
come to rest with the white circle in the middle.
Repeat your color meditation three times and then
close your eyes to pause for a few moments. Open
your eyes, and let yourself be guided to the color or
colors that most attract you in that moment. Consult
the Color Therapy Moods Guide to make your own
conscious connections and discoveries.
Give yourself conscious exposure to your chosen
colors on a daily basis. You can start with a colored
object or article of clothing to simply spend time
gazing at for a few moments a day. More advanced
practices of receiving Color Therapy include light
therapy and Color Aroma Therapy. A Color Therapy
consultation with a trained professional will teach
you more about your color energy needs.
You may paint your walls with color, drive a
colored car, drink out of cups of varying hues, and
choose colorful clothing for the joy it brings you, but
now, if you’re willing, you can look at color differently. Invite color in with a conscious awareness that
every time you look at color it can affect your overall
wellness, too.
Constance Hart is the Founder of Conscious Colors,
the Developer of Color Aroma and Color Aroma Therapy. She is an internationally-recognized Color Therapist, and her work has been featured in Vogue, Natural
Health, Fit Yoga, Vegetarian Times, SPA, and more. Visit
ConsciousColors.com to get more Color Therapy practices, training, products, and consultations.
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PINK–gentle, loving,
soothing

TURQUOISE–inspiring,
opening, giving

DEEP RED–stable,
grounding, centering

PALE BLUE–peaceful,
calming, relaxing

BRIGHT RED–active,
energizing, stimulating

ROYAL BLUE–intuitive,
balancing, insightful

ORANGE–sociable,
stimulating, moving

DEEP VIOLET–meditative,
centering, soothing

GOLD–present,
centering, comforting

PALE VIOLET–light,
uplifting, comforting

YELLOW–joyful,
activating, clarifying

White–expansive, open,
whole

GREEN–balanced,
soothing, harmonizing
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